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Abstract 
 
This paper focuses on the contribution literacy, linguistic, curriculum and pedagogic theories 
make to realising declarative knowledge (Wittgenstein, 1967) outcomes for middle years 
visual arts students in one multi-age Australian classroom. Understandings of literacy as 
visual arts content and process, as articulated in the Queensland School Curriculum Council 
(QSCC, 2005) Years 1 to 10 Syllabus, are analysed in terms of the above mentioned theories.. 
This analysis reveals four significant tensions: an absence of linguistic knowledge for the 
construction of declarative knowledge written texts; the assumption that subject English 
provides the skills base for the production of visual arts declarative knowledge written texts; 
slippage between the proposed curriculum orientation and teaching position for achieving 
high quality declarative knowledge outcomes; and, a lack of specificity for the form of 
metaphor to be used in visual arts education. The paper presents classroom data from one 
middle years teacher, Mr Brandt Ember (pseudonym), who takes up multiple curriculum 
orientations and teaching positions to facilitate high quality declarative knowledge outcomes. 
He commences the lesson by drawing on the students’ life worlds, and then moves into the 
role of expert so as to provide arts-specific content and linguistic instruction before the 
students complete their written descriptions. The findings contribute to the worldwide debates 
surrounding teaching and learning practices for developing visual arts declarative knowledge 
outcomes by re-issuing the call for syllabus planners to make the links between a content area 
and its literacy demands explicit and for teachers to reclaim spaces for subject specific 
literacy instruction.  
 
Introduction  
 
In school-based arts education, learning outcomes can be classified as ‘knowing how’ and 
‘knowing that’. Each of these domains is as important as the other. Following the seminal 
work of Wittgenstein (1967), knowing how to make art can be theorised as procedural 
knowledge, and knowing that about the meanings of works of art and art practices can be 
theorised as declarative knowledge. The latter of these domains, ‘knowing that’, requires 
evidence of understanding of ‘knowing how’. This evidence is usually produced in a spoken 
or written form. Cunliffe (2005a, b) reviews a number of research studies that expose the 
multifarious ways declarative knowledge outcomes are inappropriately subsumed within 
procedural knowledge outcomes in policy documents in the UK and instances of practice 
where processes for developing declarative knowledge are non-existent.  
 
Unlike the UK research studies, the Queensland School Curriculum Council, hereafter QSCC, 
explicitly draws on the ‘knowing how’ and ‘knowing that’ domains in ‘The Arts: Years 1 to 
10 Syllabus’ (QSCC, 2005). More than one page is devoted to statements about the cross-
curricula priorities of literacy and arts education. Its stated position is that ‘literacy is a social 
practice that uses language for thinking and making meaning in cultures’ (QSCC, 2005, p. 4). 
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There is also a half page explication of the learner-centred approach to arts education. This 
approach views ‘learning as the active construction of meaning and teaching as the act of 
guiding, scaffolding and facilitating learning’ (QSCC, 2005, p. 10). The bulk of the document 
lists the learning outcomes for the ten years of compulsory schooling. In the visual arts strand 
declarative knowledge is accounted for in the appraising images and objects focus. The brief 
states that: ‘Students describe, analyse, interpret and evaluate their own and others’ images 
and objects’ (QSA, 2005, p. 18).  
 
However, a critical reading of these sections in light of literacy, linguistic, curriculum and 
pedagogic theories reveals tension between the targeted declarative knowledge outcome and 
the proposed pedagogy for achieving such. In the next section, four tensions are discussed. In 
the section that follows, excerpts from one teacher’s lesson are analysed to theorise how he 
resolves these tensions. The final section considers the implications of these findings for the 
worldwide debates on teaching and learning declarative knowledge outcomes in visual arts.  
 
The Construction of Visual Arts Declarative Knowledge in the QSCC Arts Syllabus: 
Tensions in Theory 
 
There are four statements within the cross-curricula priorities of literacy section that inform 
understandings of declarative knowledge outcomes in visual arts education.  
 
 Statements as presented in ‘Cross-Curricula Priorities: Literacy’ (QSCC, 2005, p. 
4, ordinal numbers and emphasises added). 
1 [Students] use appropriate language conventions and learn arts specific 
vocabulary to interpret, communicate and explore their imaginative thinking, feelings 
and understandings…. 
2 Students use their developing literacy skills to listen, speak, view, shape, read and 
write in arts activities. 
3 The Arts key learning area uses English literacy skills as well as contributing to the 
development of those skills…. 
4 Through these experiences students develop their abilities to listen and view 
attentively and to work in metaphorical ways. 
 
Notably absent are clear and specific directions for the form by which declarative knowledge 
can be re-presented as written text. What constitutes the specificities of ‘appropriate language 
conventions’ (statement one), and how those conventions get put together is not made visible. 
Whilst statements two, three and four provide some clues, ‘speaking and writing’ (statement 
two), ‘using English literacy skills’ (statement three) and ‘working in metaphorical ways’ 
(statement four), specificity of content and pedagogic process are lacking. Four problematics 
are identified.  
 
Subject-specific Literacies   
There is general understanding amongst literacy educators that each subject area has its own 
sets of knowing (content knowledge) and ways of re-presenting knowing (literacies). Wyatt-
Smith and Cumming (2003) refer to subject specific ways of representing knowing as 
curriculum literacies, deliberately emphasising the plural form – literacies. Whilst 
acknowledging some subjects draw on similar aspects of literacy, there is no single literacy 
that can be spread homogenously across all curricula. ‘Each subject, through the discipline/s 
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and traditions on which it rests, presents an orientation to knowledge using particular written, 
spoken, and symbolic forms’ (LoBianco & Freebody, 1997, p. 92). The visual arts are no 
exception; what counts as ‘knowing that’ in the visual arts and how that knowledge needs to 
be re-presented for scholastic reward is distinctively different from subject English. These 
differences are not simply differences in specialist terminology, as statement one suggests. 
There are also generic and systematic differences in the functions that written texts serve for 
different subjects, differences in their authorised and approved ways of re-presenting, 
explaining and debating information (LoBianco & Freebody, 1997, p. 92).  
 
Paradoxically, over-prescribing the form of written re-presentation of ‘knowing how’ would 
also be problematic. As the syllabus rightfully states, ‘knowledge is constantly changing and 
[needs to] be built on prior experiences’ (QSCC, 2005, p. 10). This statement acknowledges 
both the fluidness of what counts as knowledge and the potential for students to bring 
understandings from their disparate life worlds. A reductionist approach leaves no space for 
this individuality.   
 
Movement Along the Mode Continuum 
Demonstrations of declarative knowledge require the transfer of ‘knowing how’, which are 
usually non-verbal/non-written, into ‘knowing that’ demonstrations, which tend to be verbal 
or written re-presentations. Cunliffe (2005a, b) highlights the confusion between these 
domains not only in general thinking about art education, but also in classroom practice in the 
UK. In grammatical terms (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004), enacting ‘knowing how’ as 
‘knowing that’ requires transforming the textual mode from non-verbal/non-written to either 
verbal or written text. Derewianka’s (1990) re-presentation of mode along an ‘action-
reflection’ continuum is useful. I propose that the non-verbal/non-written procedural 
knowledge can be mapped onto the ‘action’ end. For example, demonstrating the ‘knowing 
how’ of using primary colours to form the essential structure of warm and cool secondary 
colours can be done through wordless physical demonstration. Conversely, the utterance, ‘You 
know what I was thinking? I want my logo to look bright, cool and fresh, so I think I’ll choose 
hues of blue and green’ would be located someway between the ‘action’ and ‘reflection’ ends. 
This utterance is both action and reflection. It is ‘action’ because speakers are involved in a 
conversation act where the talk is fragmented, and if the intent of the reflection is not clear, 
clarification can be sought. A higher level of reflection would be the following script: ‘Choice 
of colour has the power to affect and influence the appearance and mood of an image’. In this 
example, concepts are re-presented as generalisations, and the process of ‘choosing’ has been 
turned into an abstraction, ‘choice’. Thus the mode continuum of declarative knowledge can 
be re-presented as follows: 
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Figure One: Mode continuum for visual arts declarative knowledge 
 
 
Movement along the mode continuum from a verbalisation to a written reflection is a complex 
process. Whilst verbalisation and written reflection are both forms of communication that use 
the medium of language, they do so in very different ways. Writing is not simply speech 
transcribed. In more technical terms, speech and writing have a fundamentally different 
organisation in structure, grammar, function and purpose (Halliday, 1985). Highly reflective 
texts are ‘constructed over time with careful planning and editing, making the final product 
sufficiently organised and coherent to stand on its own. Language is precise, with reference 
and meaning clear and explicit since the reader is not able to seek clarification from the 
writer’ (Dare & Polias, 2004, p. 60). Thus, learning to speak and write in the visual arts is not 
natural, nor do speaking and writing skills from other key learning areas, such as English, 
automatically translate to constitute the sum of the literacy demands of the visual arts.  
 
Alignment with Teaching Approach 
The interpretation of the learner-centred approach is problematic. To recall, the QSCC 
syllabus mandates the adoption of a ‘learner-centred approach’, where ‘learning [is viewed] as 
the active construction of meaning and teaching as the act of guiding, scaffolding and 
facilitating learning’ (QSCC, 2005, p. 10, emphasis added).  
 
Hallam, Lee and Das Gupta (2007) offer a tripartite matrix of curriculum models and their 
aligned teaching positions: 
– When the teacher is a facilitator, art is recognised as an expressive subject.  
– When the teacher lectures as an expert, art is constructed as a skills-based subject.  
– When the teacher is a philosopher, the curriculum is focused on individual interpretation 
and art appreciation.  
 
Following Hallam, et al (2007), descriptors of ‘guiding, scaffolding and facilitating’ construct 
visual arts both as an expressive subject where content is not learnt formally and as a skills-
based subject where the teacher in an expert. ‘Using appropriate language conventions’ 
Action Reflection 
Student physically mixes 
primary colours to form the 
essential structure of warm 
and cool secondary colours. 
Student verbalises: ‘You know 
what I was thinking? I want 
my logo to look bright, cool 
and fresh, so I think I’ll 
choose hues of blue and 
green’. 
Student writes: ‘Choice of 
colour has the power to 
affect and influence the 
appearance and mood of 
an image’. 
Knowing how = 
procedural 
Knowing that = declarative knowledge 
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(statement one) from [subject] English (statement three) suggests the visual arts teacher is not 
required to actively scaffold the literacy demands of the subject. The evolving supposition is 
that these knowledges can be naturally translated by the student. Adoption of such a teaching 
position has the potential to limit students’ knowings to their existing reference points.  
 
The statement that students ‘learn arts specific vocabulary’ (statement one) legitimates a more 
active and expert role for the teacher. Whilst more overt instruction provides clearer ‘right and 
wrong’ answers, when implemented in the extreme, teaching processes are didactic; the 
teacher is the initiator and centre of the classroom discourse. Whilst this assists predictability 
and transparency, it restricts learner expression and is not inclusive of different re-
presentations of knowing. Thus adopting a skills-based curriculum orientation for the 
development of arts specific vocabulary requires considered mediation. 
 
Working in Metaphoric Ways 
The final problematic centres on the need for students to ‘work in metaphoric ways’ 
(statement four). A lack of specificity raises important questions. Are students expected to 
employ (i) figurative metaphors in their artistic constructions and/or interpretations, and/or (ii) 
grammatical metaphor in their spoken or written descriptions?  
 
Figurative metaphor is the re-presentation of an entity as something else that is not the same 
but shares one or more similar attributes. The purpose is to foreground an attribute so as to 
make comment. For example, a bustling cityscape could be re-presented in two or three 
dimensional art work or as speech or written text as a beating (city) heart with ‘cells’ of life 
transported through its pulsating arteries. This re-presents the city as a live organ(ism) with 
multiple elements that come together to make a working whole.  
 
Grammatical metaphor is a linguistic device that is a typical coded form of written expression 
in the visual arts. Nominalisation, the process of transforming the verb or adjective into a 
noun, is the single most powerful resource for creating grammatical metaphor (Halliday & 
Matthiessen, 2004). For example, the verb ‘represented’ can transform into the noun 
‘representation’. ‘The artist represented the city as a sun’ can be written more formally as 
‘The representation of the city as a sun …’. Nominalisation makes a text more compact 
thereby making places for evaluation (illuminating) and another process (was achieved): The 
illuminating representation of the city as a sun was achieved by …’. Halliday (1985) purports 
even not so young children cannot understand grammatical metaphors.  
 
In the first instance, the syllabus needs to specify if figurative and/or grammatical metaphors 
are the required re-presentations and if these devices are in fact used in declarative knowledge 
outcomes. In the second instance, the complexity of this teaching content suggests the need 
for more detailed pedagogical strategies (other than the generalised statements of ‘guiding, 
scaffolding and facilitating learning’).  
 
The following section recounts and theorises the practices of a multi-age middle years teacher 
and his strategies for reconciling the four problematics described above.   
 
Developing Visual Arts Declarative Knowledge: Resolutions in Practice  
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Mr Brandt Ember, a teacher of 20 years experience, has taught for a decade at Bushland State 
School (pseudonym), a small school located close to the city of Brisbane, the capital of 
Queensland, Australia. The school’s size necessitates multi-age classes. Mr Ember majored in 
art education in his initial teaching qualification, and more recently completed some 
discipline-based arts education electives for a Masters of Education. According to Pavlou’s 
(2004) profiling of teachers of art, Mr Ember is an enthusiastic non-specialist. He is not a 
specialist because he has no arts qualification nor is he a practising artist. His pedagogical 
approach is child-centred when his students create art (procedural knowledge), but as 
evidenced in the transcript, teacher-directed when scaffolding for declarative knowledge 
outcomes.  
 
During the focus lesson, 10 students from Grades Six and Seven (aged 11-13 years) produced 
a written description of the 1965 painting by Australian artist, John Olsen, Sydney Sun, a large 
three panel oil on canvass painting. In 2000, the National Gallery of Australia paid AUS $550 
000 for the large triptych for their Centenary of Federation exhibition.  
 
 
 
Sydney Sun by John Olsen (1965) 
Source: http://www.nga.gov.au/press/sydneySun.cfm [accessed 1 December, 2006]. 
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The following analysis of the five phases of the lesson draws on the New London Group’s 
(2000, p. 35) theorisation of four components of pedagogy: student practice (recognises 
students’ life worlds and existing understandings), overt instruction (systematic, analytic and 
conscious understandings made available, includes use of technical terms), critical framing 
(reflecting on intended and alternative meanings) and transformed practice (transferring 
knowledge into meaning-making practice).  
 
Phase One: Everyday Description 
The lesson commenced with the students providing descriptions of the painting. Mr Ember 
instructed: ‘Just give me the descriptions you would give to a blind person’. Students offered: 
‘Tentacles, a really big blob, tree, coffee stain, faces, beetles and an egg yolk’. The students’ 
contributions were affirmed as they were listed on the board. The artist’s name, the painting’s 
title and the social conditions of the painting were revealed and students continued giving 
descriptions: ‘It could be like the city; like the bridge; like the centre and then the streets 
going off; like the blob in the middle, that could be like the main city; it’s almost like a heart 
and then all the veins coming out of it; vibrant; the sun’s like solar flares coming out of it’. 
Again, responses were listed. This phase drew on students’ existing life worlds, their 
everyday language of description and individual interpretation. There was no overt demand 
for movement along the mode continuum. Theoretically, it was a phase of student practice 
where Mr Ember adopted the role of a philosopher.  
 
Phase Two: Elements and Principles of Design & Nominal Groups 
Artistic theory of elements and principles of design were revised in this phase. The students 
nominated ‘tone (shading), line, shape, colour and space’ as elements and ‘radiation, 
dominance, contrast, harmony, repetition and balance’ as principles of design. Nominations 
were provided with ease, however, when Mr Ember asked for an analysis of Sydney Sun by 
considering the principles with the elements, the students were confounded by the technical 
terms. The technical terms are complex for many of them are presented as nominalised word 
forms. Five of the elements are nouns transformed from verbs: ‘radiation’ from ‘radiate’, 
‘dominance’ from ‘dominate’, ‘harmony’ from ‘harmonise’, and ‘repetition’ from ‘repeat’. 
Two elements have their noun form the same as the verb form, ‘balance’ and ‘contrast’. Mr 
Ember scaffolded the students in de-nominalising the elements through discussion and 
gestural expression. He did so without burdening this part of the lesson with a grammatical 
metalanguage (see Exley, in press, for a detailed deconstruction). Students were then able to 
link the principles with elements to offer the following: ‘Repetitious colour, radiant lines, 
balance of shape, dominance of shape, repetition of shape, and harmony of colour’.  
 
Although a grammatical metalanguage was not employer here either, the students were 
building nominal groups. A nominal group, as the name implies, is a group of words that 
allows for the expansion of meaning. Nominal groups consist of a head noun, or in functional 
terms, a Thing (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004), and other elements. In narratives, the other 
elements tend to be descriptive, whereas in factual texts they are classifications and/or 
quantifications (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). Packing information into a nominal group 
produces text that is further along the mode continuum, that is, more reflective. Thus 
including classifiers (radiant lines) or quantifiers (balance of shape) is important for the 
production of written descriptions in the visual arts.  
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Extract One, below, exemplifies the students’ uptake of nominal groups as well as the way Mr 
Ember introduces critical framing during an overt instruction phase.  
 
Extract 1A:  
Mr Ember:               Okay. So let’s just talk about this painting a little bit more….How has 
Olsen painted this? Well, one of the techniques he’s used is harmony of 
colour. Now we ask why, why did he want harmony of colour?   
Student:           To accentuate the busy and relatively empty areas of the city….   
Mr Ember:               Good…Now what is something there, something here that is busy, that 
makes it busy?   
Student:           There is repetition of lines, radiation of the –  
Student:           Radiation and repetition of line.  
Student:  Repetitious lines.  
Student:  Radiation.   
Mr Ember:                Let’s stick with a simple sentence first…. 
Student:           The radiant repetitious lines have been used to accentuate the busyness of 
the city.   
Mr Ember:                That’s not bad. How about you write that down for us. Who’s got another 
one?   
Student:           The radiant and repetitious lines of the painting accentuate the bustle of 
the city.   
Mr Ember:                What’s [student] done?   
Student:           Made it better.   
Mr Ember:               Yeah, she’s used a synonym, okay, but she’s changed that even again.  
Instead of saying busy city, she’s given it a quality, hasn’t she?  It’s not 
just busy, it is –  
Student:           Bustling.   
 
Scaffolding was provided through the pedagogical strategy of joint construction. Students 
drew on the previously introduced terms. Mr Ember also focused the students on analysis of 
word choice, an important part of critical framing. Theoretically speaking, Mr Ember re-
orientated visual arts as a skills-based subject by taking the role of arts and linguistic expert, 
specifically offering overt instruction for content terminology and linguistic resources. 
Following from Extract 1A is phase three, another phase of overt instruction.    
 
Phase Three: Nominalisation (Grammatical Metaphor) 
This phase focused on nominalisation, otherwise known as grammatical metaphor. It too is 
developed through the pedagogical strategy of joint construction.  
 
Extract 1B:  
Mr Ember:                Okay, now listen to this one here. ‘Radiant repetitious lines are used to 
accentuate the busyness of the city’.  What is the verb there?   
Student:           Have been used.    
Mr Ember:               Okay, ‘have been used’.  Now what do you think I’m going to ask you to 
do?   
Student:           Nominalise it.   
Mr Ember:               Yes, nominalise that action, that verb, that process.  So how are we going 
to change that?   
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Student:           Change the sentence structure.   
Student:  The use of radiant and repetitious lines has resulted in an accentuation of 
the busyness of the city.   
Mr Ember:                Yeah. Okay. What’s another way? That was quite a long sentence. You 
can tighten that up still.   
Student:           The use of radiant repetitious lines has accentuated the busyness of the 
city.   
Mr Ember:               Yeah, beautiful.  So we’ve changed ‘have been used’ to ‘the use of’.  
           So we’ve just nominalised that verb, haven’t we, to change it into a noun.  
           ….It’s actually got a little bit too clumsy there because ‘as a result of the 
           use’.  You know, we could go over the top.  It becomes just a little bit 
           too clumsy….. 
 
Extract 1B showed Mr Ember continuing in the role of arts and linguistic expert and the 
students’ developing expertise with the terminology and process of grammatical metaphor. 
The metalanguage has not interrupted the flow of the lesson; rather it has provided a language 
for talking about the linguistic structure of visual arts descriptions. In the next phase, attention 
is given to the development of figurative metaphors.    
 
Phase Four: Figurative Metaphor 
Phase Four recounted another student practice phase where everyday descriptions of line were 
elicited. Mr Ember then re-introduced a figurative metaphor (tentacles) from the list on the 
board. This act affirmed one student’s contribution. Mr Ember continued to probe through 
scaffolded instruction as students jointly extended the figurative metaphor.  
 
Extract 1C: 
Mr Ember:           Now what types of lines are they?   
Student:           Squiggles.   
Mr Ember:               Squiggled lines, okay.  
Student:  Messy.  
Mr Ember:  Okay we’ve got –  
Student:  Rushed. 
Mr Ember:  Yeah, rushed, squiggles, what else could they be?  Now hang on, didn’t 
we have tentacles before? Where did we write that?   
Student:           Up there.   
Mr Ember:                Okay, so we’ve got this one here.  Okay.  Look, let’s not lose those 
tentacles, that’s a great one.   
Student:           It was mine.   
Mr Ember:               Yes.  Now so we’ve got, we’ve actually got lines here, haven’t we?  
Those lines are rushed, they’re squiggles, they’re repetitious, they’re like 
tentacles. What are those tentacles doing? Come on, let’s build it a little 
bit more. What are those tentacles doing?   
Student: Radiating.   
Mr Ember:                Yeah.  We don’t want to overuse something.   
Student:           Running away.  
Mr Ember:               What are they running away from?   
Student:           Overcrowded cities.   
Student:           Escaping.   
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Student:           Engulfing.   
Student:           Yeah, they’re escaping.   
Student:           Yeah, escaping the orange warmth.   
Mr Ember:                Yeah, what is the orange?   
Student:           A heart.  
Mr Ember:                The heart of Sydney. What’s that heart doing?   
Student:           Pumping chaos.   
Mr Ember:               Oh, mate, we’re on fire. Okay.   
Student:           It’s pulsing.   
Mr Ember:                It’s pulsing with what?   
Student:                    Pulsating from the centre of the city.   
 
Mr Ember re-entered the student practice phase where students described lines in everyday 
terms. Mr Ember, in the pedagogical role of philosopher, permitted individual interpretation. 
This provided the platform for students to explore and build upon each others’ contributions. 
His efforts were rewarded as these 11, 12 and 13 year old students introduced new figurative 
metaphors. The students were invited to produce their own written descriptions of Sydney 
Sun.  
 
Phase Five: Public Performances and Expansion  
The students were given 15 minutes for independent work whilst Mr Ember moved between 
them to encourage their efforts and to evaluate their preparedness for the public performances. 
Extract Two, below, recorded ten students reading the opening sentences of their written 
descriptions and Mr Ember’s continuing dialogue.  
 
Extract 2:   
Student 1:           [reading] The repetition of messy shapes that Olsen has drawn has 
created a hectic and overcrowded environment.   
Student 2:           [reading] The repetition of messy scattered shapes has been created to 
show the liveliness of the overcrowded city.   
Student 3:           [reading] Olsen has used messy scattered shapes to show the hectic and 
chaotic parts of the city.   
Student 4:           [reading] Olsen’s quiet harmonious colours spread throughout the city 
like throbbing veins and arteries.   
Student 5:           [reading] Dominating heart-like shapes pulsate chaos through the 
infectious veins of the busy city.   
Student 6:           [reading] Olsen’s use of dominating shapes and the pulsing veins of the 
heart create a vibrant scene.   
Student 7:           [reading] Olsen has painted a hectic radiant line repetitively escaping 
from the overcrowded pulsating heart of the city.   
Student 8:           [reading] The overcrowded central heart of Sydney pumps a hectic chaos 
out of the city through the vein-like lines.   
Mr Ember:                Yep.  Have you repeated yourself somewhere?   
Student 8:           No, I said ‘Sydney’ and ‘city’.   
Mr Ember:                Okay, yeah. What’s another word you could use for city?   
Student:           Metropolis?   
Mr Ember:               Metropolis. Okay.   
Student:           Bustling metropolis.   
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Mr Ember:                Go on, try again [Student 8].    
Student 8:                 [reading] The overcrowded central heart of Sydney pumps a hectic chaos 
out of the metropolis through the vein-like lines.   
Student 9:           [reading] The pulsing veins of Olsen’s dominant heart-shaped figure 
pump the city with a vibrant chaotic blood which flows to the far corners 
and provides Sydney with life – no, provides the metropolis with life.  
Student group: ((laughter)) 
Mr Ember:               What has he done?  Because when [Student 9] had written his, he’d come 
to a logical conclusion [after ‘blood’], because he’d tightened it up, and 
all I said to him was ‘which’ because there was something else that he 
could expand upon, so something else that could give it a little bit more 
meaning.    
Student 10:           [reading] Olsen has created a heart-like representation of the sun that 
pumps chaos which surges relentlessly through the hectic city.   
Mr Ember:               Great.  Fantastic.   
 
Phase Five started as transformed practice; the students publicly performed how they 
transferred knowledge into meaning-making practice. All ten students produced responses 
that were further along the mode continuum than their initial observations; they all employed 
grammatical metaphor. Seven students (students four through ten) also used figurative 
metaphor. Phase five revealed that Mr Ember undertook some overt instruction with two 
students (students nine & ten) during the independent stage. The grammatical concept of 
expansion, a resource that adds to the specification of a participant (Halliday & Matthiessen, 
2004, p. 428), was introduced. Student nine’s elaboration ‘which flows to the far corners and 
provides Sydney with life’ characterised ‘the vibrant chaotic blood’. Student 10’s elaboration 
‘which surges relentlessly through the hectic city’ characterised the ‘heart-like representation 
of the sun’.  
 
This analysis of the five phases of the lesson highlighted the ebbs and flows of ‘learning as 
the active construction of meaning and teaching as the act of guiding, scaffolding and 
facilitating learning’ (QSCC, 2005, p. 10). The work of the teacher is exceedingly complex. 
There was a constant need to strike a balance between three teaching positions – one where 
the teacher takes an overt role in transferring skills, one which facilitates students’ 
expressions and another which allows students freedom to draw on resources of their own 
choosing to produce individual interpretations. Following Hallam et al (2007), Mr Ember 
oscillated between the role of expert, facilitator and philosopher.  This analysis recognised 
the multifarious roles of a visual arts teacher who knew when and how to capitalise upon the 
teachable moments within whole class discussion and individual conversations. Within the 
five phases of the lesson, Mr Ember moved between the four components of pedagogy: 
student practice so as to recognise students’ life worlds and existing understandings; overt 
instruction where content terminology and a grammatical metalanguage featured; critical 
framing where alternative meanings were probed; and transformed practice where new 
knowledge was applied to meaning-making practice. Mr Ember did not follow a 
commercially produced teaching plan nor did he simply leave the students to their own 
devices.  
 
The data also showed that students soon reached the limits of what they could do. They had to 
be introduced to new content. In this case, new content included lexical resources (visual arts 
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terminology) and grammatical resources (de/nominalisation, nominal groups and expansion). 
Mr Ember provided his students with the knowledge to become effective users of written 
English for declarative knowledge outcomes in the visual arts. He avoided the temptation to 
provide simplistic formulas or rules and regulations for production; rather he provided a 
reservoir of resources for the students to draw upon. To produce high level visual arts 
declarative knowledge outcomes Mr Ember had to have high levels of grammatical content 
knowledge and expertise in the pedagogies of literacy instruction so as to provide varying 
forms of delivery to meet the disparate needs of the students. There were times when he 
elected not to overlay phases with a grammatical metalanguage; rather he introduced concepts 
in everyday terms. There were other times when grammar content was deliberate and explicit. 
During these times the 11, 12 and 13 year old students used complex terms with ease, 
confidence and success.  
 
Conclusion 
This research has honed in on a topical problem expounded by Cunliffe (2005a, b), that of 
teaching and learning of declarative knowledges in art education. This analysis showed that 
the form of knowledge requiring understanding (the visual art work) and the form by which 
that understanding is represented (written description) is both subject specific and complex. 
Declarative knowledge of ‘knowing that’ is more than understanding works of art; it includes 
knowing subject specific content terms and linguistic skills for constructing particular types of 
written text. Whilst the latter of these knowledges is not explicit in the QSCC syllabus 
document, the preceding analysis showed how one enthusiastic non-specialist filled the void. 
Importantly, drawing on students’ life worlds and everyday descriptions provided a basis for 
engaging students, as well as a foundation for overt instruction that introduced a 
metalanguage for developing the complex resources of grammatical and figurative metaphor. 
A call is issued to art education syllabus planners to make the links between a content area 
and its literacy demands for declarative knowledge outcomes explicit so there is consistency 
in metalanguage and teacher expectation. Teachers too need to proactively reclaim spaces for 
subject specific literacy instruction so that the demands and processes of activating 
declarative knowledge outcomes are made explicit for their students. 
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